A Retrieved Reformation

A Retrieved Reformation may be the fourth most widely read O. Henry story in grammar,
middle, and high school. The Ransom of Red Chief rates number one, The Gift of the Magi
number two, and The Cop and the Anthem number three. Young readers enjoy this story a lot,
because of the safecracking plot. Adults tend to like the growing up part: starting a shoe store,
succeeding, getting the girl, and going straight. O. Henry stories are not read or heard widely
after one leaves high school, which is a shame, because they are such magical stories about
expectations being crushed by realities, and the turn of events, which O. Henry was so
masterful at achieving. However (and OHenry is full of howevers), adults tend to love the
stories once reintroduced to them. The humor is spectacular and quite light hearted. A final
thought for the listener: Is there anyone similar to O. Henry in style? We cant think of anyone,
and that is another reason to listen to these stories. As with all Simply short stories, you should
enjoy the ideas put forth in the introduction and afterword - things to think about or write
about if a student. A brief biography appears in each of our O. Henry audiobooks.
The Cave of the Yellow Dog, English Pastoral Verse, Chemical Warfare in Colombia: The
Costs of Coca Fumigation (LAB Short Books), The Call Of The Wild, Best Short Stories of
Theodore Dreiser, The Sword, the Garden, and the King (Annals of the Forest) (Volume 1),
The Black Robe,
A Retrieved Reformation by O. Henry. We present the short story A Retrieved Reformation,
by O. Henry. The story was originally adapted and recorded by the U.S. Department of State.
In the prison shoe-shop, Jimmy Valentine was busily at work making shoes.Set in the
American Midwest during the early 1900s, “A Retrieved Reformation” concerns the surprising
fate of Jimmy Valentine, a skilled young safecracker who The title A Retrieved Reformation is
probably not a very good one because the word retrieved does not quite explain what happens.
Perhaps salvaged
or ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A Retrieved Reformation by O. Henry. We present the short story A Retrieved Reformation,
by O. Henry. The story was originally adapted and recorded by the U.S. Department of State.
In the prison shoe-shop, Jimmy Valentine was busily at work making shoes. - 16 min Uploaded by Listen and ReadSafecracker Jimmy Valentine is released from prison after
serving less than 10 months of a four - 18 min - Uploaded by The 16th CavernMore videos ?
http:///subscription_center?add_user= The16thCavern Subtitles Do you think everyone is
capable of change? In this lesson, well take a look at the short story, A Retrieved Reformation
by O. Henry, and you can decide for Love as a motivating factor plays a major role in O.
Henrys A Retrieved Reformation. When Jimmy Valentine receives a pardon from his prison
sentence for - 16 min - Uploaded by VOA Learning EnglishListen and read about one man
who wants to escape his past in this classic American short story A Retrieved Reformation. A
Retrieved Reformation is a short story by American author O. Henry first published in The
Cosmopolitan Magazine, April 1903. It describes the events which lead up to the reformation
of an ex-convict.A Retrieved Reformation is written from the perspective of a third-person
omniscient narrator who is telling about an event that occurred in the past and who The theme
of O. Henrys A Retrieved Reformation can be stated in either of two old adages. One is Crime
does not pay. The other is Honesty is the best A Retrieved Reformation is a short story by O.
Henry—a short story containing big emotions. The story begins with the protagonist Jimmy
Valentines release The moral of A Retrieved Reformation is fairly simple. It can be stated as
Crime does not pay or as Honesty is the best policy. When Jimmy falls in love with - 18 min Uploaded by Priceless AudiobooksPlease watch, full relaxation: 6 Hour Relaxing Piano
Music: Rain Sounds, Meditation Music A Retrieved Reformation. N THE PRISON
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SHOE-SHOP, JIMMY VALENTINE was busily at work making shoes. A prison officer came
into the shop, and led O. Henrys sentimental story begins with the parole of Jimmy Valentine,
who receives his papers in a tired kind of way since he has expected to be released
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